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LED-Effect
LED-Effect, founded in 2010, is a manufacturer of energy efficient light-emitting diode
lighting and is one of the five leaders of Russia in its industry.
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LED-Effect
LED-Effect, founded in 2010, is a manufacturer of
energy efficient light-emitting diode lighting and is
one of the five leaders of Russia in its industry.

The company's high-tech production is aimed at producing modern

lighting products, the use of which creates a comfortable lighting

environment and saves energy resources.

 Products

 LED-Effect produces energy-efficient light-emitting diode lamps for

use at various facilities: schools, factories, medical institutions,

stores, banks, housing and communal services facilities, industrial

facilities, gas stations, airports, railway stations, bus stations,

stadiums, gyms, restaurants and cafes, as well as in the quality of

architectural lighting.

Since recently, the company's factory has been partially reoriented to

produce light-emitting diode lighting fixtures with built-in ultraviolet

recirculators and classic models of ultraviolet recirculators.

Products manufactured by the company are regularly tested in

accredited laboratories and meet the most stringent modern

requirements for lighting devices.

In addition to light-emitting diode luminaires, LED-Effect mplements

systems of automated lighting control, which can save up to 90% of

electricity in lighting.

Smart lighting One of the main directions of LED-Effect company in the near future -

energy service projects with widespread use of smart lighting in cities.

Such an urban environment, according to the company's management,

will make people's lives truly comfortable without loss of energy.
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Photo: Lighting project for SCANIA Service Station Photo: Lighting project for the office of Vipservice company, Moscow

 Partners

 In 2017, LED-Effect received the status of a Russian manufacturer and

certification of its products in the Register of Good Exporters, and was

registered in the register of the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the

Russian Federation.

At present, LED-Effect has 868 distributors throughout Russia and 32

outside of Russia. It carries out export sales to former the

Commonwealth of Independent States countries, near and far abroad. 

LED-Effect cooperates with leading Russian companies: Gazprom,

VimpelCom, MTS, Mosenergosbyt, Mosvodostok, Babayevsky, Rot

Front, Krasny Oktyabr, Transneft, United Company RUSAL, Rosneft,

VTB 24, Exhibition of Achievements of National Economy, Beloyarsk

NPP, X5 Retail Group, Leroy Merlin, Magnit, Dixy, M.video, Vostochny

Cosmodrome and many others.
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One of the five leaders of
Russia in its industry for
10 years

Produces 3550 modifications of
manufactured products

The production area of 5 000
square meters

The maximum volume of finished products per month over

75 000 fixtures

Considering all customer's requests
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Awards

 The company LED-Effect has more than once became the winner of

various industry awards. Thus, in 2018 the company won the first

season of the Eurasian Award in lighting and electrotechnical

engineering Golden Photon in the category Product of the Year.

Spotlight and in the annual open international competition Electrosite

of the Year 2018 - for electrical, lighting, cable and power companies.

 Manufacture

 At the moment the company produces 3550 modifications of

manufactured products. Production of LED-Effect company is

characterized by a high degree of mobility and adaptability to the

needs of its customers, which allows for the shortest possible time to

develop and produce unique non-series products that meet the most

stringent requirements.

The company is expanding and creating highly efficient jobs with a

staff of only146 people.

Резидент технопарка

«Мосгормаш»

ЛЕД-Эффект» с 2015 года является якорным резидентом

московского технопарка «Мосгормаш». Синергия с другими

резидентами технопарка позволяет оптимизировать сроки и

сократить производственные расходы. 
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Contacts

Russia, Moscow, 3, Kashirsky proezd, Building 2

  +7 495 545-46-05

  info@ledef.ru

  ledeffect
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Brand page

https://monolith.madeinrussia.ru/en/catalog/3273 pr@madeinrussia.ru

The Made in Russia project is a digital trading and media platform. It includes a business information agency Made in Russia in 12
languages, as well as a digital trading house selling and promoting goods and services abroad. Companies registered on the platform
receive the right to use the Made in Russia project logo, access to a loyalty programme, services and facilities.


